MINESWEEP BATTLE

A CASUAL MULTIPLAYER COMPETITIVE GAME
FOCUSED ON THE FUN FACTOR

SO IT'S JUST MINESWEEPER?

Yes and no. Those familiar with the classic game will undoubtedly have a good time. However, we have made every effort to ensure anyone playing for the first time will find the game easy to pick up and enjoy.

How? The rules have been changed so that when found, mines are cleared away instead of flagged. This eliminates the perpetual problem of getting stuck and makes mines much less difficult to identify for newer players while still enabling veterans to quickly perform a series of clicks across an area after identifying the respective pattern.

CREATE GAME

- Board size
- Number of mines
- Difficulty level

THE CREATE GAME SCREEN SHOWCASING GAME OPTIONS

OTHER FEATURES

- Play online with up to 20 concurrent players
- Speed and bomb power-ups
- Customize game parameters like field size, round time, mine frequency
- Practice mode
- Customize your appearance
- Multiple different winning strategies with varying levels of viability depending on game settings
- Minimalist retro design
- Live scoreboard

NOMINATED FOR BEST GAME IN THREE SEPARATE CATEGORIES
AT THE GAME DEVELOPMENT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2022

You can throw bombs at cells to blow them up or at other players to stun them.